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                                                           TMA-2 continuing study.

-   .4mg      54 page
-  7.7mg      54  "
±    8mg     151  "           (10-60mg others -pp 54-55)
±   10mg     151  "
++  13mg     151  "
±   16mg     151  "
+++ 25mg      54  "

++  20mg 4/2/77 10AM=[0:00] ATS - part of 3-way comparison. [0:50] noticed
      sl.lt-head - as I was looking for it [1:00] altering quietly. [1:07] now a
      little more noisily. I enjoy the noise. [3:15] - outdoor almost normal - in
      lab, sensory richness - I would be interested to see 2x this effect. [4:00] I
      can make oranges in the lab. I must remember that a drug effect is always
      give and take. It catalyzes, but the subject brings the Rx to be catalyzed. I
      could see where another person with nowhere to turn might be very panicky at
      this level - quite like LSD in its "through whose eyes am I seeing this?".
      [6:00] clearing - between + and ++.

+   25mg 10/6/77 6:00AM=[0:00][1:00] aware [1:20] build up [2:20] easy imagery
      [with] eyes closed [3:15] still + or ++. writing in fair shape. -no- I am
      at + [4:00] coming down fast.

+++ 40mg 12/8/77 30mg 10:00AM=[0:00][0:25] alert [1:00] developing [1:30] to ++
      [2:00] +10mg - to S.F. [4:00] +++ completely stoned but sensible! order
      picture at club [6:00] dominoes excellent [8:00] largely back! at +, whole
      day under control - bought painting - meet Piccio - read three incredible
      letters. I must equate to 60mg MEM. excellent. but not for a naive person
      without MDMA instruction first. I will repeat with interest.

+++ 40mg 8/26/80, with 5µg 4-OCH3 14C AP ≡, 2:15PM=[0:00] alert at [0:30]
      [0:35] Noreen call! [0:45] past +, to [8:15] over ++ [1:30] +++ that extends
      to [4-5] much erotic [with] easy fantasy. Spin back & forth between imagery &
      visual stonedness. Nuisance to give sputum hourly. Try ACS Rhine things at
      [5:00] Not too good [6:00] ATS to ++ AP still +++. ATS anorexia, AP not so.
      [8:00] eat eggs - no background yet at all. [9:00] sleep OK. AM [16:00] awake
      - no residue, AP sleeps, lethargic through day. Good; somewhat psychedelic,
      +++. OK again.


